Cambridge released new information today regarding how they plan to calculate scores in collaboration with schools. Basically, they have outlined a four-step process, listed below in blue—this was taken directly from today’s update.

1. Centre determines a predicted grade for each candidate for each syllabus entered
2. Centre determines a rank order of its candidates within each grade for each syllabus
3. Head of centre confirms the predicted grades and rank orders, and centre sends them to Cambridge International
4. Cambridge International carries out a standardisation process, combining data from the school with other data, and awards final grades.

What Does This Mean for You?

- Please continue to hold on to any AICE work in your possession, as we may need to eventually collect it as evidence.
- Please continue to complete the work set for you by your AICE teachers, as that work can be factored in as part of the new predicted grades.
- Please know that your teachers, administrators, and school counselor are working together to gather all of this information and get it to Cambridge to ensure to the best of our ability that your work this year is recognized.
- A final note—Cambridge has made it very clear in multiple communications that teachers are NOT allowed to share the new predicted grades or rank order with students; these are confidential scores, so teachers will NOT be able to share that information with you, as per Cambridge’s instructions.

AICE Update

Statement for Students—Tuesday, March 31, 2020

Cambridge has released a little more information today on how they are going to be providing grades for the June 2020 exam series. Cambridge states, “The process we will use to provide grades for students will be a collaborative one with schools. The decision on grades to be awarded to candidates will be made by Cambridge, using our own evidence combined with evidence from schools.”

As of right now, Cambridge has not provided any specific information on how those grades will be calculated. Schools will be provided with more information on April 7th.

Students—right now, the only thing you need to do is make sure you do NOT throw away any of the work you have at home for your AICE classes. At some point, we might need to collect it from you. If
you have work from your AICE classes at school (in a classroom or in your locker), it is safe there. There is NO NEED for you to come up to get it. **Again, the only thing students need to do at this point is keep any completed AICE work safe at home.**

As soon as we get more information from Cambridge, we will be sure to share it with you!